Ecological networks are often composed of different sub-communities (often referred to as mod-2 ules). Identifying such modules has the potential to develop a better understanding of the assem- to include quantitative information and adapted to work with bipartite graphs. We define the al-8 gorithm, which we call QuaBiMo, sketch its performance on simulated data and illustrate its 9 potential usefulness with a case study.
Introduction

11
The ecological literature is replete with references to interacting groups of species within systems, 12 variously termed compartments (May, 1973; Pimm, 1982 
59
Here we present an algorithm to identify modules (and modules within modules) in weighted 60 bipartite networks. We build on an algorithm provided by Clauset et al. A graph G = (V, E) denotes a set of vertices v ∈ V connected by edges e ∈ E. An edge e connects 109 two nodes, thus e = c(v i , v j ), where
each edge e has a weight w ∈ W associated with it (w ⊆ R + ). We normalise edge weights so that 
and vice versa). 
Goal function
122
The algorithm has to divide G into a set of modules M such that 
128
To specify point 3 above, Barber (2007) has defined modularity for weighted bipartite networks
where N is the total number of observed interactions in the network and A i j is the normalised 
Swapping
155
The algorithm starts with a random dendrogram, where modularity Q is likely to be very low.
156
Through random swapping of branches and their optimisation, Q increases during a Simulated
157
Annealing procedure. The algorithm stops when a pre-defined number of swaps did not further 158 increase the value of Q.
159
Random swaps are implemented as exchange of two randomly selected vertices in the dendro-
160
gram, subject to the following constraint (Fig. 3) . The vertex to be swapped cannot be a leaf. Since
161
terminal vertices always connect leaves from the two bipartitions V i and V j , thus representing an 162 interaction, they can be swapped, while their leaves cannot.
163
After each swap, the modularity of the entire dendrogram is re-computed (for computational 
Output & nested modules
181
The algorithm returns an object identifying modules and sequence-vectors for species, as well as 182 a re-order network ready for visualisation of modules and the modularity Q.
183
QuaBiMo can be invoked recursively, searching for modules within modules. While such 184 nested modules become ever smaller and are thus ever faster to detect, there are plenty of them
185
and hence nesting will typically dramatically prolong the search for patterns. position in the adjacency matrix not included in any module (Fig. 4) . We simulated two sizes of 201 networks (30 × 50 and 100 × 400), two levels of filling (achieved through setting the parameter
202
"size" of the negative binomial distribution to 0.1,"low", or 1, "high" ), and two levels of mod- simulatios was approximately two weeks on a standard desktop computer with 32 GB RAM.
223
Congruence between the original assignment to modules and the one identified by the algo- Modularity Q was strongly dependent on network size, the amount of noise added and the number 231 of modules (Table 1) . Most importantly, however, our quantitative approach strongly improved 232 on modularity based on binary data, particularly for large networks (Fig. 5) . Deterioration of the only the binary but the weighted link information is already a dramatic improvement.
237
In the following paragraphs, we shall only be looking at the results for the weighted networks,
238
since that is the explicit focus of the QuaBiMo algorithm. 
252
The overall accuracy of module detection decreased with increasing noise levels ( at the expense of not allocating many links to modules overall (leading to inflated type I errors).
263
Sensitivity and specificity of the QuaBiMo-algorithm were driven by the same factors as over-264 all accuracy (Table 4) . Increasing noise levels reduced both sensitivity and specificity, as did larger 265 networks (Fig. 7) . sections). We found that Q levels off very soon, once the default of one million is exceeded.
274
However, we have not extensively trialled this setting for networks larger than that used below.
275
As a typical analysis we shall use the relatively large (25 × 79) and well-sampled pollination 276 network of Memmott (1999) , which is provided along with the bipartite package:
277
> library(bipartite)
278
> mod <-computeModules(web=memmott1999, steps=1E8)
279
The evaluation of these two lines will usually take about one minute and perform around 20 We can now plot the resulting modules to visualise the compartments (Fig. 8 top) .
286
> plotModuleWeb(mod)
287
To identify nested modules, we choose a lower value for steps (to reduce computation time), thus 288 also yielding a different module structure at the highest level. Modularity value Q will still be 289 based on the non-recursive algorithm.
290
> modn <-computeModules(memmott1999, steps=1E6, deep=T)
291
To be able to ecologically interpret these modules (Fig. 8 bottom) , expert knowledge on the system 292 is required. The computation of modularity is primarily an explorative tool helping the user to 293 objectively detect pattern in typically noisy network data. (Fig. 9) . Ecologically, the correlation with specialisation makes good sense. Modules 300 only exist because some species do not interact with some others, i.e. because they are specialised.
301
An overall low degree of specialisation is equivalent to random interactions, which will yield no 302 modules. correct the observed value of Q by null model expectation (e.g. by standardising them to z-scores:
). In R, this could be achieved by the following code (which will take more than fly Eriothrix rufomaculata and undetermined fly "Diptera spec.22").
346
6 Conclusion
347
We here presented an algorithm to compute modularity Q and detect modules in weighted, bipar-348 tite networks. In a preliminary analysis, this approach was able to identify meaningful ecological 
is positive, if within module, and negative, if outside module.
480
Therefore, the algorithm attempts to find the best trade-off between a maximum sum of w 481 within modules and a minimum sum of w outside.
482
Given a division of V into a set of non-overlapping subgraphs C, we define 
Obviously, g(C) has to be maximized in order to find the best division of V into modules C. For 
where L v is the set of leaves of the sub-tree rooted at the left child of v and, analogously, R v is 503 the set of leaves of the sub-tree rooted at the right child of v. 
In order to compute max(g(C)), the subtrees of D have to be re-arranged. The algorithm therefore 
